
AFOFEST 2022                  Date : 28-10-2022 

 
 

ANNUAL AFROFEST PERFOMANCE DAY REPORT 2022:A festival is an occasion of enjoyment 

and celebration which promotes social interaction and harmony. 

 

The department of SAC organized an international festival (AFROFEST 2022) on 28-10-2022. 

Students and teachers were very excited that day.  Our school auditorium provided a sound system, 

an LED screen and well as TV screen to project our festival posters.  Various slogans were prepared 

and projected on the LED screen as performances were presented one after the other by the students, 

such as the student performing a beautiful poem with the title “The Type” which centered on the 

type of woman girls can choose to be. Other poems carried the titles “ GIRL GET UP and 

ORIGNS”. These poems empowered the modern woman as well as remind the audience of the 

African origins.  

A group of Rwandan students danced a traditional song. 3 Students gave a brilliant speeches, one 

about, their heritage , another about their journey of self discovery and the last one was a quoted 

speech by the famous Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, a competent writer in Africa. 

 A pointing  game was also organized by the students, and those who allowed to be influenced by 

the direction the point lost the game. It proved to be very engaging, the participants were from the 

audience.  

Singers and dancers did their best to entertain the crowd and the audience enjoyed every bit of it.  

Honourable Sir from the pharmacy department gave an energetic speech. Lastly, the program ended 

with the international dance team. They performed an inclusive dance which included all the dances 

of the cultures of the international students. 

 

 



The schedule was as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NAMES ACTIVITY MINUTES DURATI
ON 

1. Kelvin (Christians) 
2. Swabrah (Muslims) 

 

PRAYER 6 minutes 05:30 -
05:36 

3. Bartho and Neha COUNTRY RALLY 30 minutes 05: 36 - 
06:00 

4.Dr.R.Subhkar Raju –Liberal Arts 
Clubs 

Opening word 10 minutes 06:00 - 
06:10 

4. Kazim - Vice President (Ohana) SHORT SPEECH 5 minutes 06: 11 - 
06:16 

Names PERFORMANCE MINUTES DURATION 

1. Winslet Reen-190189003 SPEECH 6 minutes 06:17- 06:23 

2. Rebecca Manda -2100560215 POETRY - GIRL GET UP 4 minutes 06:24-06:28 

3. Milandu -2100530050 SONG 3 minutes 06:29- 06:31 

4. Mercy Jepkogei Kibet -
2000539004 

SPEECH -MY 
HERITAGE 

5 minutes 06:32-06:37 

5. Pointing Game  GAME 5 minutes 06:38-06:43 

6. Oprah  Tuzzo-2100560540 POETRY- THE TYPE 4 minutes 06:44-06:48 

7. Ramu -2000560366 SPEECH - 5 minutes 06:49:06-53 

8. Emma  and Team RWANDISE DANCE 7 minutes 06:54: 07:00 

9. Rohit J Yadav -2000520067 SONG 3 minutes 07:01-07:03 

10. Aadima -210070035 DANCE 7 minutes 07:04- 07:10 

11. Confidence Mercy Masereka- 
2100560227 
 
(Confie 03) 
 

POETRY - ORIGINS 4 minutes 07:11-07:14 

12. James Diokadan- 2000530029 
 
(S.N Kednon Gold) 
 

SONG 3 minutes 07:15-07:18 

13. Awad Khalid - 190170051 DANCE 7 minutes 07: 19- 07:36 

14. Victory -  SONG 5 minutes 07:37-07:42 

15. Milandu-2100530050 
16. James -2100530050 

SONG DUET 4 minutes 07:43-07:47 

17. Doreen Manka- 190250017 MIME ACT 12 minutes 07:48- 08:00 

18. - Swabrah - 2000020053 FASHION SHOW 9 minutes 08:01- 08:10 

19. Dennis Nsimeki- 21005700 
 

DANCE  - 
Monarchy Republic 

11 minutes 08:11 -08-22 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

FOR  VIDEOS TAP ON THE  

LINK: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v3E8beiUADZJDxh8eWGjIUiUUIytOaib/view?usp=drivesdk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v3E8beiUADZJDxh8eWGjIUiUUIytOaib/view?usp=drivesdk


AFROFEST SPORT DAY 2022 

 
 

ANNUAL AFROFEST SPORTS DAY REPORT: 

Physical Education is an integral part of the total education system. It helps in the attainment of the 

ultimate aim of education i.e. the achievement of holistic development. Sports play a vital role in 

the student’s life. The sports develop discipline, the spirit of sportsmanship and inculcates the 

qualities of team spirit and leadership among the students.  

The University of KLU held 2nd annual AFROFEST sports day-2022 from 3pm till 7pm on 30-10-

2022. The sporting calendar this year is once again full with a wide range of sporting opportunities 

available to our students. It is one of the largest co-curricular activity that offer an extensive 

opportunity to all the international students. This venture shall enable the studentsto have fun, learn 

new sports, enhance social interaction and tests one’s physical capability.  

These competitions also offer a break from the daily routine tasks and recreate or re-energetic them.  

A number of 40 students  were divided into 2  color-coded houses (red and blue,), each house 

consisting of nearly 20 students. This was done to maintain a fair game, with equal chance to 

everybody.  The events started on the late afternoon with soccer . It was followed by tug of war, 

then the tradional game of Rede then finally Basketball. Everyone who participated was filled with  

great zeal, excitement and frolicsome atmosphere. The  flame of peace and harmony kept within our 

sports participants as well as the audience.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to thank the SAC department for supporting the international students to be able to 

accomplish this event once again. This was a bit rushed because of the exams the international 

students had in their schedule even though, the SAC department managed to provide what is 

required for the accomplishment of the event.  

We hope to be able to plan a bigger AFROFEST next year, one which will include other 

international students from other colleges in India.  

Speacial thanks to Mr.P. Sai Vijay, Director (SAC) for supporting the international student 

community.  


